
Just ONE painless 30 minute treatment is equivalent to 20,000 crunches or
squats.

ADVANCED  TECHNOLOGY

The  Muscle toning handpeice harnesses the power of High-intensity
Focused Electromagnetic Energy through the skin, This creates a
unique electromagnetic field that penetrates the skin to impact
muscle tissue as well as fat.

Cryolipolysis, commonly referred to as fat freezing, is a nonsurgical
fat reduction procedure that uses cold temperature to reduce fat
deposits in certain areas of the body. 

LUMI SCULPT+
Non Surgical Body Contouring 

THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

IN BODY SCULPTING

TWO POPULAR TREATMENTS IN ONE DEVICE

LumiSculpt+ offers a targeted approach to muscle toning and body shaping.
This Device Combines Cryolipolysis and EMS Muscle Toning in one easy to
use device. Offering clients the ultimate body contouring makeover.

FAST & EFFECTIVE RESULTS



WHY CHOOSE LumiSCULPT+

LUMI SCULPT+
Non Surgical Body Contouring 

Profitable Treatments with low consumable costs.

Fast , intuitive software.

High resolution touch screen.

Fully mobile unit- transport to different treatment
rooms with ease.

  Non Invasive without affecting results.
 

Minimal Downtime for Clients.
 Painless Treatments.
 

Tone chosen body areas without the need for the
gym.*

 



TREATMENT
CONSUMABLES INCLUDED
We know you’ll want to get your LumiSCULPT+ working as soon as it arrives.
 All LumiSKN devices are shipped ‘ready to go’ and include all the consumables you’ll
need to expand your treatment menu and impress your clients.

2 Cryolipolysis Treatment Heads

Additional internal filter

2 EMS Muscle Toning Handpieces

Cryolipolysis Membrames

Body Straps for Toning Handpieces

 

Our LumiSCULPT+ packages are more than just a body contouring
device. We understand that you’ll need ongoing support to get the
most from your clinic’s investment.

Our commitment to providing the support services you need stands
our team head and shoulders above our competitors:

Full, ongoing, telephone treatment support
services with our experienced trainers

 

FINANCE 
OPTIONS

AVAILABLE

ONGOING SERVING & SUPPORT

2-year warranty
 

1-year servicing support

 
Marketing package including flyers, pricelists,
point of sale and digital files.

 Consultation packs, consent forms
and customer record cards.

 



Earn over £80,000 per year based on 3 treatments of LumiSCULPT+.

Calculations based on 3 treatments carried out per day, 5 days, 1 month (4 weeks) and over 52 working weeks..

Training is a critical component of the LumiSKN service. We want
you and your team to feel confident and assured when operating
your LumiSCULPT device. We provide accredited training for up to
four delegates.

LUMI SCULPT+
Non Surgical Body Contouring 

LumiSKN has a solid reputation for providing the latest technology to beauty
clinics and salons and LumiSCULPT+ is the latest in our innovative offerings. 
With low running costs and long-lasting consumables, you can expand your
treatment menu in an affordable way to yield high returns.

GAIN THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

WHAT RETURNS CAN I EXPECT?

LumiSCULPT+
Calculated
Earnings
Per Week

Calculated
Earnings

Per month

Calculated
Earnings
Per Year

1 30 Minute
Treatment

£150
£2,250 £9,000 £117,000

IN-DEPTH TRAINING


